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ABSTRACT

AIM: To perform an accurate primary repair of temporal bone defects.   
MATERIAL and METHODS: The temporal bone defect models were performed in beagles. Extended estimated patches of the 
defects were predesigned by 3D reconstruction software and molded from polyether ether ketone (PEEK) using a lathe. The precise 
trimming of the extended PEEK patches was established via coordinate transformation of the patches between the navigation 
system and the reconstruction software, and in real-time tracing via intraoperative navigation. Trimmed PEEK patches were 
embedded onto the defects. Blood tests and image examinations were conducted postoperatively.
RESULTS: The extended PEEK patches were prepared precisely according to the predesign. Real-time tracing of the actual skull 
defect profile was performed quickly and accurately. Trimmed skull patches perfectly matched the shape of the defects. No signs of 
infection, absorption, or translocation of the patches occurred postoperatively, and little epidural effusion was found.
CONCLUSION: With the assistance of navigation and 3D reconstruction technology, customized molded PEEK patches can be 
used for accurate primary repair of temporal bone defects.
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atrophy (10), implant exposure, (20) and sunk tempora, which 
is unacceptable to many young people. Although 3D molding 
technology has made it possible to duplicate the perfect 
exact shape of the defect with titanium (Ti) mesh or polyether 
ether ketone (PEEK), it is difficult to obtain satisfactory 
results during primary osseous reconstruction, particularly in 
temporal bone tumor resection. The biggest problem is the 
inability to accurately predict the intraoperative craniectomy 
range before surgery. Ti mesh and polymethyl methacrylate 
(PMMA) are widely used to repair defects in the skull base, but 

█   INTRODUCTION

Temporal bone tumors, such as benign osteoma and 
malignant squamous cell carcinoma, require primary 
repair after lesion resection. Although cranioplasty 

techniques are well established, reconstruction of the 
temporal bone defect adjacent to the skull base remains a 
challenge for neurosurgeons. Matching problems involving the 
repair material and the skull defect after repair, particularly in 
the lower part of temporal bone, may result in overlying scalp 
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unsatisfactory effects often occur due to hard cutting, metal 
artifacts, heat production, self-absorption, infection, etc. The 
development of 3D molding technologies has made it possible 
to use personalized skull patches made of polymer materials 
in clinical applications (11,21). However, the intraoperative 
mismatch between the patch and the defect and difficulties 
with immobilization significantly hamper its use in clinical 
settings. Due to its superior physicochemical properties and 
lack of image artifacts, PEEK is often used in cranioplasty 
(14,17). With the aid of novel lathe technology, PEEK can be 
used to form complex 3D skull base structures. Based on 
this, we present a novel method to manufacture adaptive, 
personalized PEEK patches that combines 3D molding, 
intraoperative navigation, and real-time 3D reconstruction 
technology. Animal experiments were performed to verify the 
feasibility of the clinical application of this method in accurate 
primary osseous reconstruction of skull base defects.

█   MATERIAL and METHODS
Animals

Six beagles of mixed gender aged 1.5–2 years and weighing 
12–15 kg were approved by the Ethical Committee for Animals. 
All dogs were housed individually in standard cages under 
ambient temperatures of 20–25℃, with a relative humidity of 
30–70%.

Computed Tomography (CT) Scan and Repair Patch 3D 
Model Reconstruction

Thin-slice images of the head (0.625 mm) with landmarks 
were acquired using a 120-row Siemens Dual Source Spiral 
CT scanner (Siemens, Munich, Germany). The Digital Imaging 
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format data were 
imported into the 3D Slicer software (http://www.slicer.org/), 
and the 3D skull model was segmented. A model of the 
extended repair patch with the actual outline offset inward by 
1–2 cm was designed based on the estimated intraoperative 
defect area. Five tiny feature cylinders, 2 mm in height and 2 mm 
in diameter, were added onto the surface of the patch, and the 
center coordinates were recorded. STL (STereoLithography) 
and FCSV files (A CSV file reader and writer library in C/C++) 
containing the information for the models and coordinates 
were saved. 

Protocol of PEEK 3D Molding

The STL file was input into the specialized processing 
software, and the PEEK raw material was automatically cut 
and polished to a specific shape by a multi-axis lathe with 3D 
processing ability. The theoretical machining accuracy was up 
to 0.005 mm.  

The Process of Skull Defect Repair

Establishment of the Model of the Temporal Bone Defect

Each dog was placed in a prone position with the head fixed 
and was exposed to continuous endotracheal inhalation 
anesthesia with isoflurane after 12 hours of fasting. This was 
followed by navigation registration based on skin landmarks 
and sterilization. Then, a curved incision was made on the 

right temporal bone above the ear, the skin was cut and pulled 
outwards, and the temporal muscle was partly detached. The 
temporal bone was exposed, and a defect of about 2 × 3 cm 
was created in the skull adjoining the base using an electric 
drill. 

Coordinate Transformation 

To perform intraoperative 3D modeling for the skull base defect 
and patch registration, the coordinates of the dog were first 
mapped from the 3D slicer to the navigation. After the matrix 
between the 3D slicer system and the navigation system 
was calculated via iterative closest point (ICP) coordinate 
transformation, the real coordinates, including the central 
coordinates of the 5 tiny feature cylinders of the dog, were 
determined in the navigation system. The coordinates of the 
skull structure in the 3D slicer (PD) and the navigation system 
(PI), respectively, were obtained, and then the rotation and 
translation matrix of 2 spatial coordinates (RDI and TDI) were 
calculated through point set matching. Finally, the coordinates 
of the navigation system (PI) were obtained by the following 
formula: PI = RDI * PD + TDI. 

Patch Registration and Implant

Patch registration

As previously noted, the profile of the skull base defect 
was extracted by a real-time tracking navigation probe, 
and an overlay was displayed on the 3D skull model. Then, 
the 3D-molded extended skull patch was registered by 
intraoperative navigation through the central coordinates of 
the 5 tiny feature cylinders after coordinate transformation 
from the 3D Slicer to the navigation system. 

Patch trimming and implant

The actual profile of the defect on the extended patch was 
duplicated by a navigation probe according to the earlier 
results. Then, the patch was trimmed and implanted into 
the defect site. Routine nutritional support was given to the 
experiment animals postoperatively.

Postoperative Observation

White blood cells and C-reactive protein were examined to 
detect inflammation at 1, 7, and 30 days postoperation. CT 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were taken 1 
month after the operation to observe the change of the patch.

The diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 1A-H.   

█   RESULTS
Through 3D reconstruction (Figure 2A-D) and lathe forming 
technology (Figure 3A-D), we built a personalized extended 
PEEK skull defect patch (Figure 4A-D). The average time for 
the defect estimate and the patch design from the importation 
of CT data to the initiation of molding was less than 30 
minutes. The average molding time of the lathe process for a 
patch of about 2 cm × 3 cm × 0.2 cm in size was 60 minutes.

The coordinate system between the 3D Slicer and the navi-
gation was perfectly matched after coordinate transformation 
(Figure 5A-F).  
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Figure 1: A novel concept of primary osseous reconstruction of the skull. A) Temporal bone lesion. B) Estimated area of the skull 
defects (red line) and extended area of the patch (blue line) is designed via 3D-Slicer software. C) A 3D extended patch model with 5 tiny 
feature cylinders on the surface was built according to the mirror shape of the contralateral and molded by multi-axis linkage lathe. D) 
Registration of the extended patch to the preoperative planning model through the central coordinates of the 5 tiny feature cylinders via 
neuronavigation. E) Intraoperative tracing of the actual profile of the defect (green line) by neuronavigation. F) Duplication of the actual 
profile of the defect on the extended patch (green line) by neuronavigation. G) Trimming the extended patch along the path by surgical 
drill. H) Implantation and fixation of the matched patch.

Figure 2: Preoperative simulation of the defect of the temporal bone and design of the extended patch. A) Estimating the defect area 
of the temporal bone. B) Design of the extended patch segment with the outline being offset outward by 1–2 cm. C) Set of 5 fiducial 
points distant on the segment. D) Establishment of 5 tiny feature cylinders based on previous fiducial points, 2 mm in height and 2 mm 
in diameter.
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Figure 3: Manufacture process of the PEEK 
patch. A) 3D model data input to the design 
center for verification. B) 3D model data input 
to the control platform of the lathe. C) The 
processing parameters of patch molding were 
shown on the lathe. D) The manufacture process 
was performed in a closed space.

Figure 4: 3D-molded PEEK patch. A, B) 3D model 
of the extended patch. C, D) 3D-molded 1:1 
PEEK patch.

Figure 5: Coordinate transformation between 3D 
Slicer and the naviagtion system. 
A, B) 3D reconstruction of dog skull in 3D Slicer. 
C, D) Point cloud of dog skull in the navigation 
system. E, F) Overlap of the coordinates after 
transformation. Left: Superior aspect. 
Right: Lateral aspect.  
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Through coordinate transformation and surface feature 
structure, the 3D-molded skull patch was registered precisely 
to the preoperative space image with navigation. Exact 
trimming could then be performed on the preformed extended 
patch after registration (Figure 8A-E).

Using combined intraoperative navigation (Figure 6A, B) 
and real-time 3D reconstruction technology, we acquired 
the 3D skull defect model during the operation without an 
intraoperative CT scan (Figure 7A-F).

Figure 6: Preoperative neuronavigation via surface markers on the dog. A) Navigation interface. B) Registration with surface markers 
on the skull.

Figure 7: Intraoperative 3D modeling 
defect of the temporal bone. A) Actual 
temporal bone defect tracing. 
B) Coordinate transformation to the 3D 
Slicer. C, D) 3D model reconstruction of 
the actual temporal bone defect patch. 
E, F) 3D printing of the patch.
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is known preoperatively through a CT scan. 3D digital 
shaping Ti mesh prepared by lathe technology and injection 
molding with PMMA has been approved for clinical use (19). 
However, it is difficult to accurately estimate the resection 
range intraoperatively in primary repair when the lesion of the 
temporal bone is large and adjacent to the skull base. This 
often results in the need for secondary molding. Although a 
study has shown that the extended patient-specific 3D-molded 
Ti mesh can be intraoperatively trimmed and precisely fitted 
to restore normal contour (16), difficult tailoring and fixation 
near the skull base often leads to the upwarp of the material, 
unattractive appearance, and even Ti mesh exposure (12,22). 
Compared with autogenous bone, Ti mesh lacks sufficient 
rigidity and is susceptible to ambient temperature, which 
can create discomfort for the patient and cause artifacts in 
imaging examination (3).

A postoperative blood test showed no evidence of infection. CT 
and MRI examination showed no displacement or absorption 
of the skull patch, no abnormal signal in the adjacent brain, 
and few epidural effusions (Figure 9 and 10A-F).

█  DISCUSSION
After decades of development, cranial vault remodeling is 
relatively mature. However, primary osseous repair of skull 
defects has caused problems for surgeons, especially when 
the defect is in the skull base or the area adjacent to it, such 
as the temporal bone. Ti mesh is a widely used material for 
repair, and most temporal bone defects can be successfully 
repaired with it.

With the progress of 3D molding technology, a perfectly 
matching patch can be prepared when the size of the defect 

Figure 9: Postoperative blood test.
White blood cells and C-reactive 
protein examination showed a mild 
inflammatory response at the early 
stage which returned to normal on 
day 7 and day 30.

Figure 8: PEEK patch registration, trimming, and implantation. A) Patch (red arrow) registration. B) Actual profile of the skull base defect 
tracing. C) Duplication of the actual defect profile. D) Trimming the extended patch according to the path. E) Patch implantation and 
fixation.
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visual observation. Using coordinate transformation and 
intraoperative navigation, it is possible to accurately duplicate 
the boundary of the skull defect on the extended PEEK patch. 
Since the design of our extended patch model was performed 
using open-source 3D reconstruction software, it was 
necessary to finish the work of coordinates transformation 
between the 3D Slicer and the navigation system. ICP is a 
mature algorithm for coordinate transformation, and the 
result showed perfect matching via accurate calculation. 
With reference to a previous study, we built 5 identifiable 
characteristic landmarks to facilitate intraoperative patch 
registration (6). The registration could be finished without 
pointing to the subject’s anatomy markers, as the coordinate 
information of the landmarks on the patch had been converted 
to the navigation system preoperatively. Scattered distribution 
of the landmarks can improve the accuracy and success rate 
of registration (8). After the registration of the PEEK patch, 
the coordinates of the dog, the navigation, and the patch 
were unified. Real-time tracing and display of the skull defect 
boundary and trimming of the PEEK patch then proceeded 
successfully. A perfectly matched patch prepared by the 
described method enabled us to perform an anatomical repair.  

In recent years, 3D printing has been used to prepare 3D skull 
prostheses (2,15). Although no approved 3D-printed material 

PEEK is a popular synthetic thermoplastic polymer organic 
material with an elastic modulus more similar to that of bone 
than metals, with the added benefits of good biocompatibility, 
radiation resistance, stability, and no artifacts. In recent years, 
improvements in lathe technology have led to the development 
of a 1:1 individual skull patch, which has already been used 
in clinical cranioplasty (5,13). After simple training, it takes a 
technician less than 30 minutes to estimate the defect and 
design an extended patch model with feature markers. The 
average molding time for a 10 cm3 model processed with 0.01 
mm precision is 45 minutes after the designed data are input 
into the automatic lathe workstation. The product is delivered 
in fewer than 3 days, including delivery time. The total time 
spent above will not delay the operation, as time can be saved 
in clinical use by completing a CT scan and a patch design 
before hospitalization. The high temperature sterilization 
resistance of PEEK is convenient for intraoperative use 
following a 15-minute autoclave sterilization. In addition, the 
preformed PEEK patch can be reprocessed intraoperatively 
by grinding, which creates an opportunity for remolding.    

It is crucial to obtain the actual boundary of the defect for 
intraoperative patch reprocessing. However, skull base defect 
repair frequently involves irregular shapes and a narrow 
operating space, making precise tailoring difficult with only 

Figure 10: MRI and CT scans at 1 month 
postoperation. A-C) MRI showed no 
obvious secondary brain injury and few 
epidural effusions (red arrow). 
D-F) CT and 3D reconstruction showed 
no displacement or absorption of the 
skull patch. CT: computed tomography; 
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
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█  CONCLUSION
The combination of neuronavigation, 3D reconstruction 
technology and customized individual PEEK patches can 
assist surgeons in performing accurate primary repair of bone 
defects of the skull and help accelerate patient recovery after 
surgery.
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